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The Durham Centre for Crop Improvement 
Technology (DCCIT) is a multidisciplinary focus 
group of 23 researchers who bring together 
current expertise in plant genetics, cell biology, 
biochemistry, chemistry, physics and mathematics. 
Our aim is to carry out ground-breaking 
fundamental plant science and develop pioneering 
technologies for crop improvement and protection. 

  • Cell wall biology

  • Ubiquitin pathways leading to crop host   
 immunity

  • Toxic fusion proteins for control of mollusc and
 insect pests of crops

  • The molecular basis of freezing tolerance

  • Using cellular metal ions for control of   
 pathogens
 
  • The cytoskeleton in crop pathogen responses

  • Extracellular ATP in pathogen responses

  • Drought tolerance mechanisms in Sorghum

  • Exploiting plant resistance proteins for crop   
 protection

  • Manipulating root growth to improve yield

  • Calcium signalling in stress tolerance

  • Stress gene activation in crop protection

  • Metal detection using transcriptional regulators

  • Biodiesel production using photosynthetic   
 microbes

  • Gene expression control during development

John Bothwell Algal bioenergy
Adrian Brennan Quantitative genetics
Martin Cann Signal transduction
Steve Chivasa Plant-pathogen interactions
Wayne Dawson Plant invasions
Peter Etchells Vascular development
Elaine Fitches Invertebrate pests
John Gatehouse Crop protection
Tim Hawkins Advanced Bioimaging
David Hodgson Synthetic Chemistry
Patrick Hussey Cell biology and
responses to biotic and abiotic stress
Ian Jermyn Bayesian statistics and image
processing
Karen Johnson Soil Science
Heather Knight Freezing stress responses
Marc Knight Stress and cell signaling
Keith Lindsey Genetics and development
Junli Liu Systems biology
Miguel de Lucas Chromatin structure
Ehmke Pohl Protein structural analysis
Nigel Robinson Cell biology of metals
Ari Sadanandom (Director) Post-translational
regulation
Patrick Steel Bioactive molecular probes
Jen Topping Single cell isolation
 



DCCIT engages with 
Agritech

Training the next generation 
of Plant Scientists

DCCIT has established a Crop Transformation 
Facility. This is a unique enabling technology 
amongst the N8 Universities. We have 
developed efficient transformation procedures 
for wheat, rice and barley. We also have 
Genome Editing expertise in wheat and rice.

DCCIT took the lead in shaping the successful
N8 Agrifood proposal on behalf of Durham 
University. The proposal secured £8M HEFCE 
funding across the N8 universities.

Encouraging and fostering industrial partnerships 
is a cornerstone of our research strategy. Over 
several years we have developed and extended our 
collaborative links with Agritech companies and 
these include: AltEnergis, Astrazeneca, Bayer, CPI,
Fujifilm-Diosynth Biotechnologies, Genron,
Lonza, NIAB, Northumbrian Water Ltd,Syngenta, 
Sutton Seeds, Tozer seeds and Unilever.

When possible we work under Open Innovation 
Agreements, negotiated by our dedicated legal 
team, to promote rapid exchange of ideas, 
technologies and research outputs.

We actively encourage & support our excellent UG 
and PG students to gain industrial work experience, 
and we are always interested to hear from 
companies who would like to offer placements.

We have a team dedicated to establishing and 
supporting the Knowledge Transfer Partnership 
(KTP) scheme, a three-way partnership between 
industry, an academic and a graduate, that can last 
between 12 months and 3 years depending on the 
project. The graduate is employed by the University 
but works full-time within the business, bringing 
with them new skills and knowledge. KTPs may be 
part grant-funded (e.g. through Innovate UK) and 
can therefore represent great economic value to 
the company. The KTP scheme ensures that new 
knowledge and skills are embedded within the 
company.

N8 Agri-Food Resilience Programme funded MRes 
projects:

  • The genetic basis of mating system variation in  
 the genus Linum (flax/ linseed).

  • Investigating plant vascular development using  
 reverse genetics.

  • Establishing potential for the protection of crops  
 against damage by invertebrate pests using   
 novel strategies.

  • Plant development and environmental
 responses.

  • Unravelling chromatin dynamics during plant   
 development.

  • Can soil biodiversity increase resistance of crops  
 to invasion by arable weeds?

Contact us to find out about current
postgraduate opportunities
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